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The Virtual Photography Paradox: How Courts
Could Analyze Copyright of Virtual
Photography of User Generated Content
Using Software, Real World, or
Toy Copyright Analyses
Thomas Plichta Jr.*
I.

INTRODUCTION

Imagine that you lived in the same house in a quaint neighborhood for
many years. The lot next to you has been empty the entire time but was
recently purchased. The purchaser has no intent to settle in next door. On
the contrary, he attempts to force you into purchasing his lot at a premium by
installing gigantic animated billboards that reach as high as the clouds. This
extreme annoyance is an ad farm seen in Second Life.' No zoning ordinances exist to stop this greedy ad farmer, so the homeowner publishes a
picture of the billboards on the internet to shame him.2 Can the ad farmer
claim copyright infringement in order to force the photos to be removed?
With the advent of massively multiplayer online video games
("MMO"), the traditional notions of copyright protection have become complicated with regards to user-generated content. Entire virtual economies are
now built around digital iterations of clothing design, building architecture,
and virtual real estate. Players of MMOs have the opportunity to earn real
world currency from their digital creations. This burgeoning economy attracted the attention of the Chinese government so much that they recently
levied a 20% tax on income earned through trading digital currency. 3 The
copyright implications of user-generated content will greatly affect the income of MMO players that are engaged in trading their own digital creations.
Should the content be treated as computer software for copyright purposes, or can it be compared to its real world equivalent objects?4 If the usergenerated content is seen as computer software, a copyright likely exists. In
Thomas Plichta Jr. is a May 2010 candidate for Juris Doctor at Southern Methodist University Dedman School of Law. He graduated from Dartmouth College in 2007 with a Bachelor of Arts in Government. He would like to thank
his wife, Kelsey, for her motivational support in completing this comment.
1.

Benjamin Duranske, DMCA Dustup Over Second Life Ad Farm Screenshots
Highlights Virtual World Copyright Question (2008), http://virtuallyblind.com/
2008/01/23/second-life-dmca-ad-farms.

2.

Id.

3.

Virtual Worlds News, China Levies 20% Tax on Virtual Currencies (2008),
http://www virtualworldsnews.com/2008/ I/china- levies-20- tax-on- virtualcurrencies.html.

4.

Benjamin Duranske, Virtual World Screenshots Raise Copyright Questions
(2008), http://virtuallyblind.com/2008/1 1/18/virtual-screenshots-copyright.
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contrast, if the virtual object is categorized with similar real world objects,
the existence of a copyright will depend on the particular item. Alternatively, objects in Second Life could be treated as toys. The avatars are essentially digital dolls, and the objects they interact with could be considered
accessories. Regardless of the classification of virtual objects, the fair use
exception to copyrights may protect most virtual photography. This comment will focus on these copyright implications as they apply to the increasingly popular hobby of virtual photography. Each legal approach provides
unsettled issues that courts are split on.
Perhaps the best solution is to insert a modified machinima license into
the terms of use for Second Life. This contractual approach would clearly
delineate the copyright ownership and reproduction concerns that affect virtual photographers. It also gives game developers the freedom to decide how
each party exercises copyright reproduction rights.
Part II of this comment describes massively multiplayer online games in
general and Second Life, the game used to analyze virtual photography law.
Part III offers a basic introduction and background of copyright law. Part IV
analyzes copyright law as applied to real world photography. Part V explains
the current state of computer software copyright law as it applies to virtual
photography. Finally, Part VI analyzes virtual photography copyright law
and offers a proposal for clarifying its current state.
II.

WHAT IS SECOND LIFE?

As their individual terms state, an MMO is defined by a large number of
users interacting together in an online gaming environment. Popular MMOs
include World of Warcraft, Runescape, Webkinz, and Second Life. World of
Warcraft, likely the most popular MMO, reached 11.5 million actively paying subscribers worldwide on December 23, 2008.5 In comparison, Second
Life logged 1,402,491 in the sixty days prior to February 19, 2009.6
At a basic level, Second Life is a three-dimensional virtual world that is
created and enhanced by its users. 7 A player begins by choosing a first name
for his avatar and is then given a list of last names to choose from. An avatar
is the digital image generated by the player and which the player manipulates
during the game. 8 The next step is to create a personalized look for the ava5.

6.

7.

Media Alert, Blizzard Entm't, World of Warcraft Subscriber Base Reaches

11.5 Million Worldwide, Dec. 23, 2008, http://www.blizzard.com/us/press/081
121.html.
Economic Statistics, http://s3.amazonaws.com/static-secondlife-com/reports/
marketplacestats/2009-02-19/logged-in-users.xml (last visited Feb. 19,
2009).
Second Life, What is Second Life, http://secondlife.com/whatis/ (last visited
Jan. 30, 2009).

8.

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/avatar (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).
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tar. Skin color, hair color, size, facial features, and clothing can all be customized. Once this is completed, the avatar then enters the world of Second
Life. Anybody over the age of thirteen can register an account with Second
Life. 9 However, players between the ages of thirteen and eighteen play in a
separate virtual world known as Teen Second Life.10
The virtual world of Second Life imitates the real world. An avatar can
use a map to go from the park, to the gym, and then on to a night club. All
along the way, Second Life produces the sounds that a person would hear in
the real world: trees shaking in the wind, dogs barking, and conversations
from other people. Social interaction occurs just as it would on the Internet,
except it is even easier. A player can simply right click on an avatar to bring
up that person's personal profile. An instant messaging feature is built into
Second Life for easy communication. Players can also create or join groups
devoted to certain hobbies, such as action movies or neighborhood
associations. '
Unlike other types of video games, Second Life is renowned for the
ability to create and add to the virtual world as the player sees fit. In fact,
most objects in Second Life are user-created.12 The game provides users
with a content creation user interface that is based on geometric primitives.3
A player can create a motorcycle, give it a custom paint job, and then drive it
on streets created by other users.14 Dedicated and knowledgeable players can
use script language to give commands to their creations that permit objects to
spin, follow people, and do many other types of actions.15 Even organizations have begun to build virtual atmospheres. Case Western Reserve University, for example, built a virtual campus in Second Life and staffed it with
students to give virtual tours.' 6 The university will be bringing in seminars,
virtual performances, and virtual labs in the future.17 Players can create
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

R. Kayne, What is Second Life?, http://www.wisegeek.comwhat-is-secondlife.htm (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).
Id.
Second Life, Free 3D Chat, http://secondlife.comlwhatis/3dchat.php (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).
Second Life, The Creations, http://secondlife.com/whatis/creations.php (last
visited Jan. 30, 2009).
Second Life, Create Anything, http://secondlife.com/whatis/create.php (last
visited Jan. 30, 2009).

14.

See id.

15.

See id.

16.

Jeffrey R. Young, Colleges Are Building in Second Life, but Is Anyone Visiting?, CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION (Aug. 16, 2007), available at http://

chronicle.com/wiredcampus/article/2307/colleges-are-building-in-second-lifebut-is-anyone-visiting.
17.

Id.
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things as small as clock radios and as large as entire islands within Second
Life.
This user-generated universe is driven by the Linden dollar. This Second Life currency can be purchased at an exchange rate of around 260 Linden dollars for $1 US.18 Using Linden dollars, players purchase items
ranging from clothing to entire restaurants. This virtual currency can be exchanged at any point in time back into US dollars. In order to sell your user
created wares, a player must purchase or lease a plot of virtual land. First, to
be able to purchase or lease land, a player must sign up for a premium membership at $9.95/month.'9 The player then has the option to purchase land
directly from Second Life at an auction or purchase or lease land from another player.20 Once land has been acquired, a player may start up almost
any conceivable type of business from wedding planning to a photography
studio. The avatar Ansche Chung became the first person to achieve a real
world net worth of over $1 million based on her virtual world holdings.21
Chung reached this milestone in 2006 through virtual real estate development, which included subdividing plots, operating shopping malls, and even
developing a brand name. 22 Second Life is more than an MMO-it is the
main occupation for many people throughout the world.
Photography is one of the many hobbies that have crossed over from the
real world into the virtual world of Second Life. A search of 'Second Life'
on the popular photo sharing website Flickr returns over 470,000 results on
January 30, 2009.23 Taking photos can be as simple as taking a screenshot
using the print screen button on a keyboard. The game also offers a function
to take photos by pressing "Ctrl + Shift + S" on the keyboard. Alternatively,
user-generated photography equipment can be purchased. This includes
cameras, lighting equipment, and even full photography studios.24 Once in
Second Life, players can manipulate the brightness and angle of sunlight as
well as the contrast ratio. Photographers in Second Life are able to take
photos of the Eiffel Tower and then instantaneously transport to an underwater cave to photograph schools of fish.
8.

Second Life, Lindex Market Data, http:/lsecondlife.comlwhatis/economy-market.php (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).

19.

Second Life, Land Use Fees, http://secondlife.comland/pricing.php.

20.

Id.

21.

Anshe Chung Becomes First Virtual World Millionaire, http://www.anshe
chung.com/include/press/press-release251106.html (last visited Oct. 9, 2009).

22.

Id.

23.

Flickr Search, http://www.flickr.com, (enter "Second Life" in the search bar;
then select "Search Everyone's Uploads") (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).

24.

See N30 Studios Customer Support, http://www.never30.com/evolve/content-

home.asp (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).
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Second Life can be a simple video game, or alternatively, a complete
lifestyle. It is a chance to escape from reality or an opportunity to start a new
business. These blurred lines between video game and reality create important copyright issues for user-generated content pitting entrepreneurs against
photography hobbyists.

III.

INTRODUCTION TO COPYRIGHT LAW

A copyright can be conceptualized as a limited monopoly with a purpose to both reward the creativity of authors and concurrently allow public
access to their works after a limited period of time.25 Congress's power to
enact copyright law derives from its enumerated constitutional power "[t]o
promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times
to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries."26 Copyright law exists in its current form under the Copyright
Act of 1976 ("Copyright Act").27 The Digital Millennium Copyright Act
("DMCA"), signed into law in 1998, addresses some of the intellectual property issues surrounding digital works and the ease with which they can be
copied.28
Copyright protection extends to works in several mediums. The nonexhaustive list in the Copyright Act includes literary works, musical works,
dramatic works, choreographic works, pictorial and graphical works, motion
pictures, sound recordings, and architectural works.29 A work must be original and fixed in a tangible medium of expression.30 Additionally, only expressions of works are protected; ideas and processes are not. 3'
The "original works of authorship" requirement purposely lacks any
statutory definition.32 Congress wanted to both incorporate the court's interpretation of original works and allow the definition to expand as new types of
works are invented.33 Works do not need to be novel, ingenious, or even
aesthetically pleasing.34 The Supreme Court defines "original" as being cre25.

Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984).

26.

U.S. CONST. ART. I,

27.

U.S. Copyright Office, Copyright Basics, http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ 1.
pdf (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).

28.

Jeffrey C. Neu, How to Protect Yourself from the Actions of Others: Usergenerated Content and Safe Harbors of the DMCA and CDA, NEW JERSEY

§ 8, cl. 8.

29.

Dec. 2008, at 49.
17 U.S.C. § 102 (2009).

30.

Id.

31.

Id.

32.

H.R. REP. No. 94-1476, at 51 (1976).

33.

Id.

34.

Id.
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ated independently and possessing a minimal degree of creativity.35 The
Court agreed with Congress that the work need not be novel; it can closely
resemble another work as long as the similarity is not the result of copying.36
Copyright protection is established when an original work is "fixed in a
tangible medium."37 Being fixed in a tangible medium requires the author to
embody the work in a copy or phonorecord that is "sufficiently permanent or
stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated
for a period of more than transitory duration."38 Thus, once a work is recorded or transmitted in a format capable of being viewed or copied, a copyright for that work is formed. The author of the work need not register the
work or fill out any forms for the copyright to exist.39

Once a copyright is found to exist, the copyright holder is said to have a
bundle of rights. The author or copyright holder maintains the exclusive
rights to: reproduce the work in copies, prepare derivative works based on
the copyrighted work, distribute copies to the public by sale or rental, perform the work publicly, and to perform sound recordings publicly by means
of digital audio transmission.40 In addition to these economic rights, an author is also granted certain moral rights. The author of the work has the right
to claim ownership of the work, prevent the use of her name on any work she
did not create, prevent any modification of the work that would be prejudicial
to her name, and prevent the destruction of a work of recognized stature. 4'
These moral rights only extend to the author of the copyrighted work, but the
economic rights extend to the copyright holder as well.42

Generally, the author is the party granted the copyright to a particular
work.43 The author of the work is the person that actually creates the work,
or in other words, the one who transfers an idea into a fixed tangible expression.-4 The exception to this rule is works for hire, whereby the employer for
whom the work is prepared retains the copyright.45 A work made for hire is
defined as either a work prepared by an employee within the scope of his
employment or a work ordered as part of a contribution to a collective
35.

Feist Publ'ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991).

36.

Id.

37.

17 U.S.C. § 102 (2009).

38.

Id. § 101.

39.

See id. § 102.

40. Id. § 106.
41.

Id. § 106A (1).

42.

See id.

43.

Id. § 201.

44.

Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 737 (1989).
17 U.S.C. § 201 (2009).

45.
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work.46 For copyrighted works created on or after January 1, 1978, the copy47
right lasts until seventy years after the death of the author.
Any copyright infringement claim based on the rights granted under the
Copyright Act must be brought in federal court. 48 While registration is not
required for a copyright to exist, authors must register their copyrights in
order to bring a civil claim for copyright infringement.49 To succeed on this
claim, a plaintiff must first be the owner of the copyright at issue.50 Second,
the copyright holder must prove that the original elements of the work were
copied.5' As direct evidence of copying is generally unavailable, a prima
facie case can be established by proving the alleged infringer had access to
the copyrighted work and that the infringing work is substantially similar to
the original.52
Several statutory defenses to copyright infringement can exculpate an
alleged infringer. These defenses include statute of limitations, licenses, and
fair use. The statute of limitations for copyright infringement is three years
for civil claims and five years for criminal claims.53 Having a license is an
affirmative defense that must be included in the response to a pleading, in
accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.54
The fair use doctrine allows reproduction of works for research, criticism, news reporting, teaching, and scholarship purposes. 55 It is an "equitable rule of reason" which permits courts to avoid suppressing creativity, for
fostering creativity is at the heart of copyright law.56 The Copyright Act
provides several non-exclusive criteria to consider in determining whether
fair use has occurred: purpose and character of the use (including whether it
is commercial or for non-profit educational use), nature of the copyrighted
work, the amount and substantiality of the used portion in relation to work as
a whole, and the effect of the use on the value of the work. 57 While a commercial purpose weighs against finding fair use, the root of the commercial/
non-profit distinction is to find whether the user stands to gain from the ex-

46.

Id.§ 101.

47.

Id. § 302.

48.

See id. § 301.

49.

17 U.S.C. § 411 (2009).

50.

See id. § 501.

51.

Feist Publ'ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 361 (1991).

52.

Atari, Inc. v. N. Am. Philips Consumer Elec. Corp., 672 F.2d 607, 614 (7th Cir.
1982), superseded by statute (on other grounds), Fed. R. Civ. P. 52.

53.

17 U.S.C. § 507 (2009).

54.

FED.

55.

17 U.S.C. § 107 (2009).

56.
57.

Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 236 (1990).
17 U.S.C. § 107 (2009).

R. Civ. P. 8(c)(1).
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ploitation.58 Whether the copier intended to make money is of no consequence. The purpose is to determine if the copier will gain monetarily. All
of the enumerated factors require a fact intensive analysis that depends
largely on the type of work that was copied.
If the copyright infringement claim is successful, the plaintiff is entitled
to either actual damages or statutory damages.59 Additionally, a court may
impound the infringing work and grant injunctions to restrain the infringer
from copying the work again.60 Thus, an infringer will owe money damages
to the copyright holder, and the copied works will either be taken from the
infringer or destroyed.
In addition to the Copyright Act, the DMCA regulates intellectual property issues and attempts to settle copyright issues of the digital era. The
DMCA is divided into five titles and incorporates two World Intellectual
Property Organization treaties. The DMCA modified some articles of the
Copyright Act in addition to adding new sections.
The DMCA added a particularly important prohibition on circumventing copyright protection systems. It disallows any person from circumventing a technological guard that controls access to a copyrighted work.61
Potential infringers also cannot manufacture or provide to the public any
measures that allow others to circumvent technological copyright guards.62
This prohibition is still subject to the same defenses under the Copyright
Act.63 Additionally, several exceptions limit liability as well. Law enforcement, intelligence, and other governmental agencies are completely exempt
from the operation of the DMCA.64 Further, individuals are not subject to
the prohibition on circumventing access control measures if their purpose is:
nonprofit libraries, archive and educational institutions; reverse engineering;
encryption research; protection of minors; personal privacy; and security
testing.65
IV.

COPYRIGHT LAW

&

REAL-WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY

Copyright issues in photography focus on both the content and use of
the picture. If the subject matter of the photo is not copyrighted, then the
photographer cannot be held liable for copyright infringement. If courts
choose to focus on the subject matter of virtual photographs and not their
58.
59.

Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 562 (1985).
17 U.S.C. § 504 (2009).

60.
61.

Id. § 502.
Id. § 1201.

62.

Id.

63.

Id.

64.

Id.

65.

Id.
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software aspect, much of the content of the photos would fall under the useful articles exception to copyright law. As Second Life is a virtual representation of the real world, many of the objects in photos are useful articles like
people, cars, houses, and nature. If the subject matter is copyrighted, the
photo may still not infringe upon the copyright if it falls under the fair use
doctrine. There is also a critical court split on whether a photo is a derivative
work or depiction. If the photo is a depiction, it is not copyright infringement, but if a photo is a derivative work, it can violate copyright law. Finally, virtual photographers might be able to copyright their images under the
Copyright Act. This ability also depends on whether a court considers a
photograph to be a derivative work or a reproduction.
In review, a copyright infringement claim requires proving ownership of
a copyright and copying of the original elements of the work. 66 The standard
for originality is quite low as novelty is not required.67 A copy of a work is
defined as a material object, other than a sound recording, "in which a work
is fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from which the
work can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."68 As it relates to photography,
the copying requirement becomes much more complex.
A derivative work is a work that is based on a preexisting work or
works.69 Assuming that a photo is a derivative work, the legal test for
whether a photograph has copied an original work is whether the photograph
is substantially similar to the original work.70 The Feist access requirement
of copying is clearly met as no photo could be taken without having direct
access and being in direct view of the work.7' The prevailing standard for
substantial similarity is whether the new work is so similar to the copyrighted
work that an ordinary, reasonable person would recognize the new work as
being appropriated from the copyrighted work. 72 The test focuses on the
overall similarities of the works, not the miniscule differences. 73 For example, taking a photograph would not be considered copying if it includes a
portion of artwork that is too small or obscure to be recognized by a layperson. However, the photo would be copying the art if the photograph included
a recognizable portion of the art, no matter the size.

66.

Feist Publ'ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 361 (1991).

67.

Id. at 358.

68.

17 U.S.C. § 101 (2009).

69.

Id.

70.

Atari, Inc. v. North Am. Philips Consumer Elec. Corp., 672 F.2d 607, 614 (7th
Cir. 1982).

71.

Feist, 499 U.S. at 361.

72.

See Atari, 672 F.2d at 614.

73.

Id. at 617-18.
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As a derivative work, the changing of the medium of the work into a
photograph would not remove the photograph from copyright infringement in
most cases. The Copyright Act specifically gives the author of a work the
right to prepare derivative works.74 Thus, taking a picture of actors enacting
a play can still constitute copyright infringement. Photographs directly express an object without originality. While the angle of the photo and the
lighting may alter the appearance slightly, the expression of the copyrighted
work is still the same. What matters for purposes of determining whether a
copyright has been infringed is the substance of the copyrighted work that is
included in the photograph.
Alternatively, if a court considers a photograph to be a mere depiction,
it is likely that no copyright violation will occur, since the Copyright Act
only protects works from unauthorized copies and derivative works.75 If a
photograph was a depiction, it would not recreate the object and would therefore not be a copy. Furthermore, photos do not recast, transform, or adopt
the authorship of an object, as required by the Copyright Act.76 The Copy-

right Act does not protect objects from being depicted, as in photographs.77
Thus, if a court adopts the depiction approach, virtual photographers would
be rewarded with nearly complete freedom to photograph things in Second
Life.
This would not be without precedent. While authors of many original
works attempt to claim copyright protection, not all are afforded copyright
status. One example is the useful articles doctrine. A useful article has an
"intrinsic utilitarian function that is not merely to portray the appearance of
the article or to convey information."78 Pictorial, graphic, and sculptural
works can be copyrighted to the extent of their artistic form, but their
mechanical or utilitarian aspects cannot.7 9 In such an instance, courts use the

separability test to determine whether the protectable elements of the work
can be separated from the object's utilitarian function.80 For many objects,
the artistic portion of the work cannot be separated from the utilitarian function. Since there is no clear standard, courts determine copyrightability on a
case by case basis. The following cases represent some of the types of works
that a virtual photographer in Second Life may capture with their camera.
Clothing itself is a useful article and is not subject to copyright protection, but certain ornate designs on the clothing may qualify for copyright
74.

17 U.S.C. § 106 (2009).

75.

See id.

76.

See SHL Imaging, Inc. v. Artisan House, Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d 301, 306
(S.D.N.Y. 2000).

77.

See id.

78.

17 U.S.C. § 101.

79. Id.

80.

T-Peg, Inc. v. Vt. Timber Works, Inc., 459 F.3d 97, 110 (1st Cir. 2006).
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status. In discussing the purpose of the Copyright Act, a House Committee
stated that it wanted to draw a concrete line between copyrightable works of
applied art and works of industrial design that are not copyrightable.8' The
following cases provide examples of the copyrightability of works found in
Second Life.
Fabric designs, by themselves, can be copyrighted. In 1999, a fabric
designer brought a copyright infringement action against another fabric designer, claiming that the other designer willfully infringed a copyright on a
floral pattern. The alleged infringing company then incorporated the fabric
design into clothing sold at J.C. Penney, a retail clothing store. The Second
Circuit began by stating that fabric designs are protected by copyright as a
writing, which is one of the enumerated categories of copyrightable works.82
Therefore, fabric designs alone are not useful articles. The court then focused on the infringement claim requirements of actual copying and substantial similarity. Since the plaintiff had sent the fabric directly to the
defendant, access was directly proven. 83 The Second Circuit next applied the
ordinary observer test to determine substantial similarity.84 Using "good eyes
and common sense," the court held the patterns to be substantially similar
because they both had small clusters of flowers and leaves with nearly identical shapes, no leaves were attached to flowers, and the shapes were not attached in any particular direction.85
However, costumes are not usually protected by copyright. In one instance, Whimsicality, a company that only produced costumes, sued another
costume company, Rubie's Costumes, for copyright infringement of its
pumpkin and other Halloween costumes. Previously, the plaintiff had been
able to obtain copyrights for the costumes by labeling them soft sculptures.
Nevertheless, the court found this reasoning unpersuasive, since the Copyright Office considers costumes to be clothing-a useful article-and would
have rejected the copyright applications.86 The court stated that costumes
could not be considered soft sculptures because that would require the costume to have a firm form that represents a particular concept.8 7 For instance,
the pumpkin costume would need to fill out a semi-spherical shape while
lying flat on the floor, not just when put on a person's body. Since Whimsicality misrepresented the costumes to obtain a copyright, the court held that it
81.

Norris Indus., Inc. v. Int'l Tel. & Tel. Corp., 696 F.2d 918, 923 n. 9 (11 th Cir.
1983).

82.

Hamil Am., Inc. v. GFI, 193 F.3d 92, 98 (2d Cir. 1999).

83.

Id.
at 99.

84.

at 100.
Id.

85.

Id. at 102.

86.

Whimsicality, Inc. v. Rubie's Costume Co., 891 F.2d 452, 454 (2d Cir. 1989).

87.

Id.at 456.
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did not hold a valid copyright, and no infringement occurred.88 The court
also found that the graphical or sculptural elements of clothes are highly
unlikely to meet the separability test because the decorations are intrinsic to
the decorative function.89 The distinction between the fabric designs and
costumes is that fabric designs alone have no utilitarian function; therefore
fabric designs may be copyrightable. It is when they are shaped into clothing
that they become useful objects.
Buildings are generally considered useful articles as they relate to being
photographed. In 1994, four towers adorned with artistic features appeared
in the movie Batman Forever without the permission of the artist that created
them. The artist argued that the artistic features were separate from the
building and should be classified as sculptural works subject to copyright
protection.90 While buildings are generally seen as non-copyrightable useful
articles, the 1990 Architectural Works Copyright Protection Act affords
buildings some copyright protections.9' However, if the building is visible
from a public place, the copyright of an architectural work cannot prevent the
making, distributing, or public display of any pictorial representations of the
building.92 The court held that the artistic features of the building could not
be copyrighted because they were too integrated into the architectural elements to be separated out.93 This standard may be different if applied to a
physical reproduction of the building, but for photography purposes, artistic
features generally cannot be separated from the buildings to which they are
attached.
State privacy law governs photography of humans. 94 In general, pictures of humans taken in public places do not violate privacy laws.95 When
the photographer enters the person's home or other private place, privacy
laws are violated.96 These privacy violations often arise in conjunction with
the privacy issues of publishing the photographs.97
In a Maryland case, a woman's right to privacy was not invaded where a
photograph of her, while voluntarily topless at an outdoor public event, was
88.

Id. at 455.

89.

Id.

90.

Leicester v. Warner Bros, 232 F.3d 1212, 1216 (9th Cir. 2000).

91.

Id. at 1217.

92.

17 U.S.C. § 120 (1990).

93.
94.
95.

Leicester, 232 F.3d at 1219.
Photographers Guide to Privacy, http://www.rcfp.org/photoguide/intro.html
(last visited Oct. 9, 2009).
Id.

96.

See id.

97.

Id.
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published in the magazine Easy Rider.98 She made three invasions-of-privacy tort claims: intrusion upon the seclusion of another, publicity that places
another in a false light, and appropriation of another's likeness. A successful
intrusion-upon-seclusion claim requires that the "matter into which there was
an intrusion is entitled to be private and is kept private by the plaintiff."99
Applying this Maryland law, the federal district court held that the plaintiff
did not have the right to avoid being photographed since she voluntarily exposed herself at a public event where anyone could see her. 00 The second
privacy claim of false light failed because the photograph did not distort her
true appearance, and no evidence was given to suggest that the magazine
contained lewd content.',
The third claim, the appropriation-of-likeness
tort, protects a person's identity from being used for commercial purposes.10 2
However, a published photo does not appropriate the value of a person's
image when the purpose is something besides capitalizing on the person's
reputation or prestige.103 In this case, the photo was taken at a newsworthy
public event and the plaintiff's likeness had no commercial value.104 Thus,
all three violations-of-privacy claims failed because the photo was taken in a
public place and the plaintiff did not have any celebrity status to capitalize
on. Both the taking of the photo and its subsequent publication did not violate any civil tort laws.
Even if an object is copyrighted, the fair-use doctrine may protect photographers from copyright violations. The fair-use doctrine allows reproduction of copyright material for the purposes of criticism, comment, news
reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research.,o5 Reproducing copyrighted material does not require the permission of the copyright owner where the public interest in dissemination of information outweighs the owner's interest in
exclusive control over the work.06
The success of fair use defense for virtual photographers depends
mainly on the use of the photo and its effect on the market value of the
object.107 An analysis of the four factors listed in the Copyright Act support
98. See Barnhart v. Paisano Publ'ns, LLC, 457 F. Supp. 2d 590, 596 (D. Md.
2006).
99.

Id. at 593.

100. Id.

101.
102.
103.
104.

Id. at 594-95.
Id. at 595-96.
Id.
Id. at 596.

105. 17 U.S.C. § 107 (2009).
106. Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Moral Majority, Inc., 796 F.2d 1148, 1151-52 (9th

Cir. 1986).
107. 17 U.S.C. § 107 (2009).
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this proposition.108 First, a news or educational purpose for the photo would
weigh heavily in favor of fair use. 10 9 Thus, a screenshot of a copyrighted
artwork in Second Life would be probably be considered fair use if used in a
class that teaches how to create art in the game.1 0 However, most photos are
taken for personal use, and this does not support a finding of fair use.'
Second, the nature of user-generated content does not support a finding of
fair use." 2 This is because some types of works are closer to the core ideals
of copyright than others.' '3 Fictional and creative works are more likely to
be protected by copyright than factual works.' 1" While virtual works fall
towards the creative spectrum, this factor is rarely dispositive.' '5
Third, the amount of the work used varies according to the purpose of
the use. 1 6 If a person only copies as much as needed for her purpose, this
factor will not harm her case.' ' 7 Capturing the entire copyrighted work in a
photograph is still, however, less likely to be considered fair use than if the
photo includes a smaller portion of the work that obscures its recognition.] 18
Finally, the effect of the use on the value of the work is the most important
factor that courts consider.' '9 The reproduction is only required to affect the
potential market for the work, not the work's actual value.120 This factor is
particularly salient to Second Life because of players' abilities to sell their
creations and exchange the value into real U.S. currency. However, no sizeable market exists for the resale of Second Life photographs. Also, virtual
photographers are not directly competing in the market of reselling user-generated content. Therefore, there is only a slight chance of harm to the object's potential market. One of the few instances that would harm the market
would be if a virtual photographer took a picture of a piece of art for sale and
then publicly displayed the photo. The creator would have lost at least one

108. See id.

109. Id.
110. See id.

111. Id.
112. See Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 585 (1994).
113. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586.

114. Video Pipeline, Inc. v. Buena Vista Home Entm't, Inc., 342 F.3d 191, 200-01
(3d Cir. 2003).
115. See Davis v. The Gap, Inc., 246 F.3d 152, 175 (2d Cir. 2001).
116. Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 336 F.3d 811, 820 (9th Cir. 2006).
117. Id. at 820-21.
118. See generally SHL Imaging, Inc. v. Artisan House, Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d 301,
311 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (holding that verbatim copying of a copyrighted photograph constitutes copyright infringement).
119. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enter., 471 U.S. 539, 566 (1985).
120. See id. at 568.
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potential sale to the photographer and perhaps many more since digital
images can easily be redistributed. This is a narrow exception, rather than a
general rule. Most photos of Second Life materials would likely be considered fair use based on this final factor of market effect.
After determining that a photograph does not violate other copyrights,
when can a photographer copyright her own work? The answer depends on
the content of the photograph and whether the photo is seen as a derivative
work or another work entirely.' 2' To clarify, "a work is not derivative unless
it is based upon one or more preexisting works and, in order to qualify as a
preexisting work, the underlying work must be copyrightable."22 Therefore,
if the subject material is copyrighted and a court considers a photograph to be
a derivative work, then the photograph cannot be copyrighted.123 If the photo
is considered a reproduction, then the availability of copyright protection depends on the originality of the photo.124 The circuit courts deviate regarding
25
this issue as explained through the following cases.1
For example, in Ets-Hokin v. Skyy Spirits, Inc., the Ninth Circuit held
that photographs could be considered derivative works if they were based on
copyrighted material.126 In that case, Skyy Spirits ("Skyy") hired Joshua EtsHokin ("Ets-Hokin") to take product shots of the blue Skyy vodka bottle.127
The agreement permitted Ets-Hokin to retain all rights to the photo and licensed limited rights to Skyy. 28 Both parties disputed the terms of the
agreement where they relate to Skyy using the photos in advertisements.129
The Ninth Circuit began by noting that photographs can be copyrighted
because photography is a form of artistic expression.130 Almost any photograph possesses the required minimal amount of originality based on the angle, lighting, and timing judgments made by the photographer.'13' Thus, EtsHokin's photographs were entitled to copyright protection based on the light-

121. See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2006).
122. Ets-Hokin v. Skyy Spirits, Inc., 225 F.3d 1068, 1078 (9th Cir. 2000).
123. See id.
124. See Schrock v. Learning Curve Int'l, Inc., 531 F. Supp. 2d 990, 994-95 (N.D.
I11.2008).
125. See Ets-Hokin, 225 F.3d at 1081; see also Schrock, 531 F. Supp. 2d at 995; see
also SHL Imaging, 117 F. Supp. 2d at 306.
126. Ets-Hokin, 225 F.3d at 1079.
127. Id. at 1071.
128. Id. at 1072.
129. Id.
130. Id. at 1073.
131. Id. at 1077.
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ing, shading, and background although the shots were similar to product
shots done by other photographers.132
While the District Court determined the product shots to be derivative
works of the vodka bottle, the Ninth Circuit disagreed because the bottle
itself was not subject to copyright protection.133 It interpreted the Copyright
Act as requiring a "preexisting work," upon which a derivative work is
based, to be copyrightable in order for the photo to be a derivative work.34
The Court based this decision on a House Committee Report which stated
that "the preexisting work must come within the general subject matter of
copyright set forth in section 102, regardless of whether it is or was ever
copyrighted."135 The vodka bottle itself is a useful article and cannot be
copyrighted.136 The design is that of a generic wine bottle, and the label
included text only and not copyrightable logos.137 Thus, Ets-Hokins can cop-

yright his product shots because Skyy does not hold any right to create derivative works of its bottle.13 8 In conclusion, while the photograph was not a
derivative work in this instance, the Ninth Circuit would likely classify one
as a derivative work if it were based on copyrighted material.139
In contrast, the district court for the Southern District of New York has
held that photographs are not always derivative works.140 In this case, Artisan House, Inc., ("Artisan") hired Steven Lindner ("Lindner") to photograph
mirrored picture frames.14, The agreement called for Artisan to use the
photos as color slides for Artisan's sales force, but Artisan used them in a
catalog and brochures.142 Lindner then filed a copyright infringement suit
against Artisan. 143

The district court agreed with the Ninth Circuit that derivative works
must be based on a preexisting work of authorship but also added an additional requirement.144 It ruled that a derivative work must also "recast, trans132. Ets-Hokin, 225 F.3d at 1077.
133. Id. at 1081.
134. Id. at 1078.
135. Id. at 1079.
136. Id. at 1080.
137. See id. at 1080-81.
138. Id. at 1081.
139. See id. at 1080-82.
140. SHL Imaging, Inc. v. Artisan House, Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d 301, 306 (S.D.N.Y.
2000).
141. Id. at 303.
142. Id.
143. Id. at 304.
144. Id. at 306.
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form[,] or adopt the authorship contained in the preexisting work."45 A
photo of a copyrighted object is a separate work that depicts another work; it
does not alter or adopt the original work. 146 However, certain instances could
make a photograph a derivative work: cropping an earlier photograph or "reshooting an earlier work with some alteration of the expressive elements."47
While photos are copyrightable, the protection is limited to verbatim copying
of the photograph.148 In rejecting the notion of a photo as a derivative work,
the district court extended photograph copyright protection to almost any
type of photo, with the two listed exceptions. 149
However, in 2008, the Northern District of Illinois, similar to the Ninth
Circuit, reasoned that photographs are derivative works.150 Here, Learning
Curve International, Inc. ("Learning Curve") hired Daniel Schrock
("Schrock") to make product photographs for its copyrighted toys.' 5'
Schrock's invoices included usage restrictions that limited the photo use to
catalogs and product packaging.152 Learning Curve subsequently published
the photos on its website, and Schrock's copyright infringement suit
ensued. 153
The District Court held that the toys were copyrightable, as opposed to
the bottle in Ets-Hokin.154 The photos were derivative works because they
"recast, transform, or adapt" the three-dimensional toys into another medium:
a two-dimensional photograph.155 The District Court then turned to the unresolved issue in Ets-Hokins: whether a derivative work, a photograph of a
copyrighted work, can also be copyrighted.156 The Court reasoned that a derivative work may be copyrighted, but permission to copyright the derivative
work must first be obtained from the original work's author. 157 Permission to
take the photos alone is not sufficient; authority to subsequently copyright
the images must be granted as well.158 Since Schrock only had permission to
145. Id.
146. SHL Imaging, 117 F. Supp. 2d at 306.

147. Id.
148. Id. at 311.

149. Id. at 306.
150. See Schrock v. Learning Curve Int'l, Inc., 531 F. Supp. 2d 990, 994-95 (N.D.
2008).
I11.
151. Id. at 992.
152. Id. at 992-93.
153. Id.
154. See id. at 994-95.
155. Id. at 995.
156. Id. at 994-96.

157. Id. at 996.
158. Id. at 996-97.
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photograph the copyrighted toys, he could not copyright the pictures, and his
infringement claim failed.159
A court's classification of photos determines whether or not a photo
may be copyrighted.60 According to the Northern District of Illinois, photographs may be derivative works and permission from the original copyright
holder allows them to be copyrighted.16, The Southern District of New York
also holds that photos are separate works that can be copyrighted as long as
they are not cropped from previous photos.162 Finally, when a photograph
has few creative changes, its copyright protection is limited to a ban on direct
6
copying of the original photo.1 3
In summary, photographers are free to take pictures of objects that are
considered useful articles because they are not protected by copyright law.164
Useful articles include buildings, clothing, and cars. 65 Even if the object of
the photo is copyrighted, a photographer may escape copyright infringement
by asserting a valid claim of fair use. 166 Photograph copyright varies among
the circuit courts and is determined based on its classification as a derivative
or separate work.167 However, under no circumstances may a photo be cop-

ied directly. 168
V.

COPYRIGHT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

In 1980, the Copyright Act was amended to address the new copyright
issues that arose with the advent of the personal computer. 69 From a legal
perspective, user-generated content can be viewed as computer software or

159. Id. at 997.
160. See generally id. at 994-95 (comparing the holdings of Ets-Hokin v. Skyy Spirits, Inc. 225 F.3d 1068 (9th Cir. 2000) and SHL Imaging, Inc. v. Artisan House,
Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d 301 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) regarding classification of photographs as derivative works).
161. See id. at 996.
162. See SHL Imaging, Inc. v. Artisan House, Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d 301, 306
(S.D.N.Y. 2000).
163. See id. at 311.
164. See Ets-Hokin v. Skyy Spirits, Inc., 225 F.3d 1068, 1080 (9th Cir. 2000).
165. See id.
166. See generally Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 576-94
(1994) (applying the four factors of fair use to copyrighted song lyrics).
167. See Ets-Hokin, 225 F.3d at 1081; see also Schrock, 531 F. Supp. 2d at 995;
SHL Imaging, 117 F. Supp. 2d at 306.
168. SHL Imaging, Inc., 117 F. Supp. 2d at 311.
169. Deborah F. Buckman, Annotation, Copyright Protection of Computer Programs, 180 A.L.R. Fed. 1 (2002).
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code.170 The piece of furniture that a user may design can be broken down
into a code from a computer language and even further into a series of zeroes
and ones. If users generate their own computer software content, copyright
issues arise as to who owns the copyright.171 On one side, the user put in the
time and creativity to make the object. However, it is the software developer
that designed the tools by which the user generates the content. The provider
also sets up the networks that allow users to play and distribute their content
online. The solution is embedded into almost every piece of software: licensing. Every time a product is installed on a computer, the user must, or at
least should, read the license agreement and click yes to accept the terms.
These agreements are often labeled as end user license agreements,
("EULA"), or terms of service, ("TOS"). Copyright ownership is stated
within these on screen agreements.172
A general analysis of how computer software operates will be useful for
the following discussion. The Copyright Act defines computer software as a
"set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain result."' 173 There are two types of
instructions that computer programs use: source code and binary code. 174
Source code is written in computer languages, such as BASIC or FORTRAN,
and it can be read by humans.175 Binary code, often represented by zeros and
ones, translates these instructions into an electrical charge that a computer
can read.176 The binary code can be stored on read only memory chips
("ROM"), floppy disks, compact disks, hard drives, and other technologies.177 Finally, the results of the computer program's calculations are displayed on a computer screen. Computer programs serve a wide variety of
functions, from word processing to video games.
The Copyright Act now directly extends to computer software.178 Computer software has been interpreted to be "works of authorship" "fixed in a
tangible medium" on ROM or other computer storage devices. 179 Also, the
170. 18 Am. Jur. 2d Copyright and Literary Property § 48 (2009).

171. See 17 U.S.C. § 102 (2009).
172. See generally Stephen J. Sand, Annotation, Validity, Construction, and Application of Computer Software Licensing Agreements, 38 A.L.R. 5th 1, § 2

(1996).
173. 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2009).
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.

NLFC, Inc. v. Devcom Mid-America, Inc., 45 F.3d 231, 234 (7th Cir. 1995).
Id.
Id.
See Midway Mfg. Co. v. Strohon, 564 F. Supp. 741, 750 (N.D. I11.
1983).
See 17 U.S.C. § 117 (2009).
See Williams Elecs., Inc. v. Artic Int'l, Inc., 685 F.2d 870, 873 (3d Cir. 1982).
Id.
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expression of software in source code is protected by copyright as a
"copy."180

The owner of a computer program exercises rights in addition to those
held by the program's author. The software author maintains the rights to
reproduce the work, prepare derivative works, distribute copies of the
software to the public, and display the software to the public.181 For Second
Life photographers, copying the image to a computer or onto a website is
copyright infringement, absent a finding of fair use. 82 While the copyright
holder maintains the rights to the program's distribution, the purchaser of the
program may sell her copy as long as she deletes the program from her computer entirely.183 In addition to this first sale doctrine, the owner of a copy of
the program can make another copy or adapt the software, subject to certain
limitations.184 The new copy or adaptation must be an essential step in using
the computer program or for archival purposes only.185 When transferring
ownership, all copies of the program must be given up to the new owner. 86
Transferring ownership of an adaption must be authorized by the copyright
holder of the program. 87 Also, computer programs may be copied to repair a
computer but must be deleted immediately after the repair is completed.88
These statutory protections leave open the question of which parts of
computer programs are protected by copyright. The source code is protected
as long as it is "fixed in a tangible medium," examples of which include
paper, compact discs, or ROM chips. 89 The screen display of a computer
program is also protected as a tangible expression.190 The process that a program performs is not copyrightable, but the program text that accomplishes
the process is. 191 For example, a computer program's process of measuring
heart activity and telling a rescuer when to perform CPR is not protected by
copyright, but the text of the code that performs the task is.192 Another person writing a computer program that accomplishes the exact same CPR pro180. Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240, 1249 (3d
Cir. 1983).
181. See 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (2009).
182. See Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 280 F.3d 934 (9th Cir. 2002).
183. See 17 U.S.C. § 109 (2009).
184. Id. § I17(a).
185. Id.

186.
187.
188.
189.

Id. § 117(b).
Id.
Id.§ 117(c).
See Williams Elecs., Inc. v. Artic Int'l, Inc., 685 F.2d 870 (3d Cir. 1982).

190. Hutchins v. Zoll Med. Corp., 492 F.3d 1377, 1383 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
191. Id.
192. Id.at 1384.
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cess would not violate a copyright if she wrote the source code independently
193
and without copying the original program's code.
While the display of computer software on a screen is generally copyrightable, that protection does not extend to all types of images. In a New
York case, the court held that there was insufficient originality to be copyrighted when a company reproduced public domain works of art onto a compact disc ("CD").194 Although United Kingdom copyright law applied in this

case, the court explained in dicta that the result would be the same under
United States law. 195 No independent creation or distinguishable variation
from the existing works occurred in the transfer of the art to computer
images. 196 Thus, the copyright laws applicable to photography also regulate
computer software copyright. Taking the photos and subsequently transferring them to digital images does not satisfy the originality requirements.
Even where software-created images are copyrightable, not all maintain
full copyright protection. In another case, the Corel Corporation was sued
for copyright infringement of nature images. The author drew images of
plants and leaves digitally on a computer tablet. He then created a software
add-on that allowed users to add pieces of his plants and leaves together to
create their own nature scenes displayed on a computer screen. The author
alleged that Corel copied and incorporated these template images into their
own image creation program without his permission.197 The court initially
noted that the difficult issue was separating the expression from the idea of
the plants.198 The idea of using realistic plant parts to create a digital garden
is indisputably not subject to copyright protection.199 Also, there are very
few ways to realistically express plant components because they are relatively constant. 20o Thus, works that have a photographic likeness to their
natural counterpart only earn a weak copyright.201 In these instances, copyright infringement only occurs when the copy is almost completely
identical.202

193. See id.

194. See Bridgeman Art Library, Ltd. v. Corel Corp., 25 F. Supp. 2d 421, 426
(S.D.N.Y. 1998).
195. Id. at 427.

196. Id.
197. Berkla v. Corel Corp., 66 F. Supp. 2d 1129, 1132 (E.D. Cal. 1999). Id.

198. Id. at 1141.
199. Id.
200. Id.
201. Id. at 1142.
202. Berkla, 66 F. Supp. 2d at 1143.
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This virtual identity test has an intrinsic and extrinsic portion.23 The
extrinsic portion separates the protectable from unprotectable elements of the
image and then compares the protected portions for similarities.204 The intrinsic part asks whether a reasonable observer would believe the images, as
a whole, to be virtually identical.205 In this case, the extrinsic protectable
portions, including the vein system of the leaves, the precise type and form of
shading, and the varied perspectives, were not similar.206 When the various
images are viewed together, the intrinsic test supports the conclusion that the
resulting products are not virtually identical.207 The copyright infringement
claim thus failed.208 This holding protects natural scenery from constrictive
copyright violations.
Who owns the copyright to user-generated content? The previous cases
dealt with digital images created by the authors' own software. In Second
Life, users create objects using the software tools offered by Linden Labs.
The first place to look is the license agreement, which allows the user to run
the Second Life computer software.
The Second Life Terms of Service ("TOS") begins by describing Second Life as a multi-user service that includes the Second Life software and
the online environments that support the service.209 Users have access to the
content provided by the software itself and content created by other users. 210
Contrary to many other online computer games, Linden Labs permits all content providers to retain the copyrights to their own content. 21' Users also
must accept full responsibility for use of the content that violates copyright
laws.212 The user-generated content is also subject to a license that permits

Linden Labs to use and distribute the content within the Second Life universe. 213 Additionally, Linden Labs retains the right to use the content in any
media or promotional items.214 While users retain copyright protection for
their works, Linden Labs may delete any user content and accounts for any
203. Id.
204. Id.
205. Id.
206. Id. at 1143-44.
207. Id.
208. See id.

209. Second Life - Terms of Service § 1.1, http://secondlife.com/corporate/tos.php
(last visited Jan. 30, 2009).
210. Id. § 1.3.
211. See id.

212. Id.
213. Id. § 3.2.
214. Id.
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reason. 21 5 Regarding the creation of content, Linden Labs licenses its textures and environmental content to users in designing still or moving media
for use only within the virtual world of Second Life.216
Linden Labs also provides information to users regarding filing copyright violations in accordance with the DMCA.217 When a user or outside
entity submits a valid copyright infringement claim to Linden Labs, it will, as
the service provider, remove the content. 218 The process requires a fax or
mailed letter notification that includes a description of the original work, the
location of the infringing in-world item, contact information, and statements
relating to good faith and accuracy. 21 9
Is user-generated content of computer games classified as a derivative
work or as another work entirely? Perhaps the closest legal analysis of virtual photography of user-generated content comes from the 1998 case Micro
Star v. Formgen, Inc. Formgen created Duke Nukem 3D, a very popular
first-person shooter computer game. In addition to the twenty-nine included
levels, Duke Nukem 3D includes a "Build Editor" add-on allowing players to
create their own levels. Through the encouragement of Formgen, the players
submitted their custom levels online for other players to download. Micro
Star subsequently downloaded 300 user-generated levels and copied them to
CDs. It sold the CDs commercially in a box decorated with screen shots of
the new levels. Micro Star filed suit seeking declaratory judgment that the
CD did not infringe on any copyrights, and Formgen countersued for copyright infringement based on the copying of the maps and the screen shots
used on Micro Star's retail box. 220
The Ninth Circuit began with the well-recognized copyright infringement requirements. Formgen had to prove it owned a copyright to Duke
Nukem 3D and that Micro Star copied the protected content. 22 , Since
Formgen had a registered copyright, the court focused on whether Micro Star
copied the protected content.2 22 An understanding of the way Duke Nukem
3D operates will help to decipher the copyright issues. There are three separate components to the game: the game engine, the source art library, and the
MAP files. The game engine gives the computer instructions on when to
read data, how to save games, and how to project images onto the screen.
The art library contains all of the images displayed on the screen, such as the
215. Id. § 5.3.
216. Id. § 3.4.
217. Second Life - DMCA, http://secondlife.com/corporate/dmca.php (last visited
Jan. 30, 2009).
218. Id.
219. Id.
220. Micro Star v. Formgen, Inc., 154 F.3d 1107, 1109 (9th Cir. 1998).
221. Id.
222. Id. at 1110.
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players, weapons, buildings, and landscaping. The MAP file tells the computer which images are displayed on particular areas of the screen, but it does
not actually contain any of the images.
Formgen claimed that the audiovisual displays generated using the
Micro Star MAP file CD are derivative works that infringe upon their copyright.223 Micro Star argued that their CD is not a derivative work because the
audiovisual displays are not incorporated in any "concrete or permanent
form."224 The Ninth Circuit ruled that the audiovisual works existed in a
concrete form within the MAP files themselves because the files describe
every detail of the screen output. 225 Furthermore, a work is considered a
derivative work if it is based on a preexisting work.226 Using the substantial
similarity test, the Ninth Circuit held that any ordinary observer would believe that Micro Star copied Formgen's expressions because the audiovisual
display comes directly from Formgen's source art library.227
Micro Star then made a failed argument for fair use, claiming that the
CD was exempt from copyright protection because the players actually created the MAP files.228 Applying the statutory factors for fair use, the Ninth
Circuit began by noting that the commercial purpose of the CD weighed
heavily against a finding of fair use. 22 9 Second, the nature of Duke Nukem
3D was obviously within the realm of copyright protection since it portrayed
the original ideas of aliens, pig cops, and radioactive slime.230 Third, Micro
Star used a substantial portion of Formgen's copyrighted art library.231 Finally, Micro Star impaired Formgen's ability to market Duke Nukem 3D
because only Formgen has the right to enter into that market.232 Thus,
Formgen would likely succeed in proving Micro Star infringed upon
Formgen's Duke Nukem 3D copyrights.233
Interpreting virtual photography as copying computer software would
likely take many rights away from virtual photographers that real world pho-

223. Id.
224. Id. at 1111.
225. Formgen, 154 F.3d at 1111.
226. Id. at 1112.
227. Id.
228. Id. at 1113.
229. See id.
230. Forngen, 154 F.3d at 1113.
231. Id.
232. Id.
233. Id.at 1114.
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tographers enjoy. This is likely the route that courts would follow.234 The
body of computer software copyright law is well established.235 In applying
the software copyright analysis, the useful articles doctrine likely does not
apply to user-generated content. 236 Proving that a virtual piece of clothing is
a utilitarian object would be difficult given that it is essentially a series of
zeros and ones. Only an avatar can wear these creations, not a person in real
life. In contrast, the fair use doctrine could apply no matter how courts
classify user-generated content. This application of the fair use doctrine requires a fact intensive analysis that might save virtual photography from copyright infringement.
VI.

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT COPYRIGHT LAW

It is likely that courts will continue to analyze virtual photography from
a source code copyright stance. Although, arguments can be made that Second Life is distinct from previous video games through its user-generated
content. Perhaps the copyright issues for user-generated content can be
solved through a license similar to those offered for machinima films. Alternatively, Second Life could be seen as a "digital dollhouse," and should
therefore be analyzed as a toy copyright. Overall, the most compelling argument is that virtual photography should be subject to the same copyright
rules as real world photography.
Why might the source code copyright analysis fail for virtual photography? First, the copyright analysis in Microstar v. Formgen can be distinguished from virtual photography in Second Life. In the game Duke Nukem
3D, users created levels using both the map creation program and a library of
textures provided by Formgen. Players would create the blueprints for rooms
and then fill in the walls with the provided texture images. In Second Life,
Linden Labs also provides a content creation tool and a limited amount of
textures. Although, users can create almost anything they can imagine.
Also, objects are built from the ground up. Users supply every detail of the
objects, from individual chair legs to chrome wheels on cars. Users are limited only by their imaginations-not the content of the creation program.
The Second Life program blurs the copyright line between software provider and content creator. On the one hand, the user-generated content
would not have the potential to exist without the creation tools provided by
Linden Labs. On the other hand, the creativity, design, and building are performed wholly by the user. Linden Labs' Terms of Service agreement solved
this legal issue between itself, as the developer, and the users. The agree-
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ment gives copyright ownership to the user that creates the content, subject to
a license providing Linden Labs with certain publicity opportunities.37
This copyright ownership distinction brings up a critical issue regarding
the separability test for useful articles. Recall that this test requires that the
original portions of a useful article be separated from its utilitarian function.238 Courts must first decide whether to even apply the useful articles
exception to user-generated content. As discussed below, courts that are
willing to apply this exception to toys would likely apply the exception to
Second Life objects as well. In the end, both types of objects represent the
same function: enjoyment.
In Second Life, the users hold the copyright to their own content, but
Linden Labs owns the copyright to the game. In a virtual photograph, the
user-generated content cannot be separated from the virtual world of Second
Life. It only exists within the medium of Second Life. For example, a picture of a car in Second Life would invariably capture some background image created by the game, such as roads, grass, and trees. There will always
be something in the background. Using the Ninth Circuit's analysis, an exact
description of the audiovisual display qualifies as a "concrete form" of a
derivative work.239 This includes both the user copyrighted car and the background images copyrighted by Linden Labs. If the copyright owner of usergenerated content were to use the source code approach, a copyright infringement claim might be susceptible to a strong useful articles defense. The
source code for the object is inextricably intertwined with the source code for
the game.
Would Linden Labs be required to join the suit for it to continue, or
would the court arbitrarily decide that the portion of the source code containing the object is "concrete" enough without requiring it to be separated from
the Second Life code? The court could easily resolve this question by applying real world photography copyright law to virtual photography. An entire
body of case law already exists to answer this question. Under this analysis,
roads and trees in the background of a photo would not be copyrighted. As
long as the picture does not capture any visible logos, the car would likely
fall under the useful article exception to copyright law and would not be
copyrightable. Thus, the virtual photographer would be free to take pictures
of both the car and the surrounding scenery.
Another potential solution to this copyright quagmire is to incorporate a
license similar to those used in machinima. The art form of machinima uses

237. Second Life: Terms of Service, http://secondlife.com/corporate/tos.php (last
visited Feb. 27, 2009).
238. T-Peg, Inc. v. Vt. Timber Works, Inc., 459 F.3d 97, 110 (1st Cir. 2006).
239. Micro Star v. Formgen, Inc., 154 F.3d 1107, 1111 (9th Cir. 1998).
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pre-rendered engines to make films of game characters controlled by users. 240
Directors and producers use graphics engines created by game developers to
make movies using characters from video games. The copyright issues in
machinima are similar, although not identical, to those in virtual photography. The two major parts to machinima are the content that users create and
the content that game developers create. 24' Users generate the script, voice
acting, and often the music.242 Game developers provide the graphics engine,
characters, and sound effects. 243 While the user can copyright her own content, she cannot copyright the in-game video footage used, which is the heart
of the film.244 The film amounts to a derivative work, which the game devel5
oper has the exclusive right to create under the copyright.24
Virtual photography of user-generated content faces many of the same
copyright obstacles. Game developers hold the copyright to their own ingame content. In theory, users maintain the copyright to the content that they
create. In practice, almost all games include licenses that decide copyright
ownership through contract law. At issue here are the copyright ramifications of filming in-game content. While machinima records its content on
film, virtual photography captures content in images.
A popular example of machinima is the Red vs. Blue films, which create parodies of the futuristic "Spartan" commandos from the game Halo.246
Microsoft, the owner of the game studio that created Halo, grants users a
general license to create derivative works based on the game content.2 47 This
license only permits users to create content for personal and non-commercial
use. 248 Several restrictions included in the license directly affect the creation
of machinima. For instance, people cannot create obscene or pornographic
images using content and characters from the game. 249 Furthermore, not all
soundtracks from the games may be used because many are produced by
third party companies.250 Finally, if the machinima film adds to the game's

240. See Mark Methenitis, Law of the Game on Joystiq: Legal Machinations of
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story line, the creator automatically grants Microsoft a license to use the film
for any purpose and without compensation.251 Although this general, personal-use license is quite limited, machinima creators can negotiate and
purchase commercial licenses through game producers.252 Through this license, creators can contract to lift restrictions on their content, the means of
distribution, and profitability.
Virtual photography in Second Life adds one distinct copyright wrinkle
into the comparison to machinima. In machinima, a user creates a derivative
work based directly on the game developer's copyrighted content. In Second
Life, a user is taking a picture of another user's content. Virtual photography
still involves the recording of a copyrighted object. The object is copyrighted, however, by another Second Life user, not Linden Labs. Linden
Labs could solve this problem by including a modified machinima license
that applies to both their own content as well as user-generated content.
Would a EULA or TOS be enforceable if it includes a license for virtual
photography of users' content? These types of agreements, known as clickwrap agreements, require a user to assent to the terms prior to using the
software.253 Most courts look to whether the terms of the agreement are conspicuous and whether there is evidence that the user physically clicked an "I
agree [to the terms of the license]" button.254 In this case, Linden Labs
would only need to place the TOS on the screen during installation of Second
Life and require users to agree to the terms. Although, some courts refuse to
enforce these click-wrap agreements based on the traditional contract law
principles of unconscionability and public policy.255
Compelling arguments can be made for both sides regarding unconscionability and the public policy behind machinima licenses for user-generated
content. On the game-developer side, Linden Labs offers the game for free
and therefore should be able to reserve licenses for user-generated content.
They provide the tools to create objects and should maintain control over the
copyrighted objects that are created. This allows Linden Labs to prevent the
abuse of copyrights and safeguards against lawsuits. However, the users that
create the content would argue that virtual photography of Second Life is
distinguishable from machinima of other games. In machinima, game developers retain the copyrights to their works and grant licenses to users to create
derivative works. In Second Life, the users retain the copyright and Linden
Labs requires the users to grant the developer an unlimited license for mainly
promotional considerations. Creating a machinima like license to virtual
251. Id.
252. Game Content Usage Rules, http://www.xbox.com/en-US/community/developer/rules.htm (last visited Feb. 27, 2009).
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photographers would grant any user the right to take pictures of copyrighted
user-generated content, not just the game developer. Additionally, Linden
Labs would be usurping the user's right to create derivative works.
Should a game developer be permitted to control the rights of reproduction when it does not hold the copyright to the object? The purpose of copyright is "[t]o promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for
limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective
writings and discoveries."256 Accordingly, the U.S. Constitution and public
policy support both game developers and users that generate content. Users
cannot create their own content without the software provided by game developers. Game developers would not have user-generated content without
the creativity of the users. The respective content is too intermingled for a
clear standard to arise. Perhaps, at least as it relates to Second Life, the
clearer standard is viewing virtual photography like real photography.
Real world photography of copyrighted objects presents legal challenges as well. As discussed above, courts differ on whether photography of
copyrighted objects constitutes a derivative work or depiction. If a photograph is construed as a derivative work, then it is copyright infringement to
take pictures of a copyrighted object.257 However, at least one court believes
that a photograph depicts an object and does not recast it.258 In that case, a
photograph of a copyrighted object would not constitute copyright infringement. In either case, if the subject of the photo is not copyrightable, taking
the photo can never be copyright infringement. In Second Life, this derivative vs. depiction distinction is only relevant for user-generated content that
does not fall within the useful-articles exception to the Copyright Act, as
photography of a copyrighted object would not constitute copyright
infringement.
William Patry, a copyright lawyer and blogger, believes that a photograph is a depiction of an object, not a derivative work.259 He argues that
even if one were to believe that a photograph is based on a "pre-existing
work" within the definition of derivative works, a photo would still need to
"recast, transform, or adapt" the subject work.260 Photos do not transform
works; only changes in the actual authorship do.261 For example, lighting
and shading effects of photos would not alter the object itself. It would only
alter the way the object is depicted, so the photo would not be a derivative
work. Therefore, photos could not be derivative works.
§ 8, cl. 8.
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Categorizing a photo as a depiction would likely serve the public policy
behind copyright law. Taking a picture of something should not amount to a
recreation or derivative work. First, photographs merely translate an object
from 3D to 2D. For instance, taking a picture of a baseball does not make a
physical recreation of the ball, but only transfers it to an image. As such, the
original author's work is still protected. If anything, it is promoted through a
distribution of the image.
Second, no sizeable commercial market exists for the resale of Second
Life photographs. Arguably, taking a picture of a piece of art is the closest
that a photograph can come to being a derivative work. One of the main
purposes of art is aesthetic beauty. Therefore, a picture of a painting would
capture the beauty of the 2D painting on a 2D image. Although, the photograph is still not a painting as it is a mere depiction. Since virtual photographers do not have a commercial outlet for their photos, the author of a virtual
painting would not be monetarily harmed. This reasoning is similar to the
fair use exception to copyright law. Although the photographer might not be
using the photo for news, education, or parody, there is currently only a
slight risk of harm to the commercial viability of Second Life user-generated
content.
A weak argument can be made that a photo is a derivative work because
a photo invariably adds some original element to the work. For example,
when taking a picture of a painting, the photographer must choose the angle,
lighting, shadowing, and how much of the art to capture in the picture. This
does not alter the object in any form or fashion. It simply changes the environment around the object. It has not added any original elements to the
object itself. If a photographer blurred certain aspects of the object and
transformed the picture into neon colors, a derivative work may result because the object was transformed. Although, the vast majority of photographs of Second Life are not altered in this fashion.
Given the copyright complications in viewing virtual photography as
source code or real world photographs, perhaps Second Life can be analyzed
using the copyright law of toys. Second Life is essentially a digital version
of a dollhouse. While Second Life is certainly computer software, it is not a
traditional computer game. There are no levels to complete and no bosses to
defeat. Users roam through a 3D virtual world without any game-defined
purpose. Users interact with this world through avatars that are effectively
digital dolls. They can build houses and outfit them with furniture. They can
visit restaurants to have virtual tea. Second Life is a true virtual reality; users
play digital versions of themselves, not action heroes.
Some courts deny copyright protection to toys because they lack the
necessary element of originality.262 They reason that reproduction of real
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world items does not form any independent creation.263 Other courts offer
copyright protection to toys as long as they meet certain requirements: the
toys must not have a utilitarian function, the toy authors must make more
than a trivial variation of the real item, and the toys must qualify as pictorial,
64
graphic, or sculptural works.2
Both of these legal frameworks offer different copyright ramifications
for photographers. If an object lacks originality, it cannot be copyrighted and
virtual photographers would be free to take pictures of these "virtual toys."
Courts following this logic rely on the fact that the underlying object of toys,
be they airplanes or balls, have intrinsic utilitarian functions.265 For example,
while a toy airplane may not have a utilitarian function, an actual airplane
certainly does. Therefore, toys lack the necessary originality to justify copyright protection.
Other courts will uphold a copyright protection of toys as "pictorial,
graphic, or sculptural works."266 They reason that a toy airplane has no intrinsic utilitarian function by itself.267 Virtual photographers in these jurisdictions must be careful. In addition to deciding whether a toy is
copyrighted, the photographer would need to ascertain whether she is in a
jurisdiction that subscribes to the idea that a photograph is a derivative work.
In Little Souls, Inc. v. Les Petits, the court held that toys are not subject
to copyright protection.268 Little Souls manufactures soft-sculpted dolls that
are marketed as folk art dolls for adult collectors. Les Petits makes substantially similar dolls but markets them as toys for children. The court held that
the shape of the doll itself, including the face and arm holes, could not be
copyrighted because they cannot be separated from the utilitarian function of
the whole doll.269 However, particular facial expressions, hair styles, and
angel wings were separable and therefore protected by copyright.270 Thus,
while a doll itself is not copyrightable, original expressions attached to the
toy could be protected by copyright.
An opinion by Ruth Bader Ginsberg, while on the Court of Appeals in
the District of Columbia, further reveals that labeling toys as utilitarian objects does not end the copyright inquiry. The court held that a toy ball,
spherical in shape, was a utilitarian object despite its soft feel.271 In upholding the Copyright Office's decision to deny the ball a copyright, the court left
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open the question of whether the tactility of the ball could be conceptually
separated from its utilitarian aspects.2 72 Thus, the decision cannot be read to
state that all toy balls are not subject to copyright protection. It only states
that in this particular instance, the court supported the decision of the Copyright Office.273
The Sixth Circuit offers an opinion that toys can be copyrighted as pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works.274 The legislative history of the Copyright Act reveals an exception to this general rule for "useful articles."275
Although in some instances certain features of useful articles may be copyrighted, the toy airplane at issue in this case did not fall under the useful
articles exception to the Copyright Act.276 A toy is meant to be played with;
it does not serve the useful function of an actual airplane.277 This legal analysis would severely restrict virtual photographers' abilities to capture Second
Life "toys" onto images.
Overall, both legal approaches to the copyright of toys present as many
complications as software and real world photography analysis. The first
type of approach involves an unnecessarily complicated legal analysis. First,
a photographer would need to ascertain whether the toy's original expressions can be separated from the toy's utilitarian function. Then, she would
need to find out whether her particular jurisdiction considers photographs to
be derivative works or mere depictions. The second analysis, which deems
toys to be pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, would severely restrict the
photo opportunities for virtual photographers. Almost all toys would be
copyrighted. This eliminates the need to determine the copyrightability of
the toy, but in doing so it severely restricts photographers' freedom.
This type of legal analysis is likely more complicated than considering
Second Life objects to be computer software or even real world objects.
Given the infancy of virtual photography and copyright law, courts are likely
to ignore the proposition that Second Life objects are simply "virtual toys."
They will likely opt for the simpler approach that Second Life is computer
software and analyze the copyright as such.
VII.

CONCLUSION

To conclude the ad farm situation introduced at the beginning of this
paper, the photo-sharing website that hosted the screenshot complied with a
DMCA takedown notice and removed the photo, citing the copyright owner272. Id. at 349.
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ship of the user-generated ad farm content.2 78 While no legal action was
taken, a court would likely have held that the ad farm was copyrighted content. A court should also rule that the photo constituted fair use and refuse to
enforce the takedown request. The homeowner could argue that he was not
attempting to make a profit off the ad farm, and therefore was not hurting its
market value. While the ad farmer would argue that the photo does damper
the market value of his property, the market is only aimed at one person, his
homeowner neighbor. The neighbor is not likely to pay the extortion level
price for the property with or without the posting of the photograph.
As user-generated content is computer software at the core level, courts
will probably follow the software copyright analysis. While analogizing the
user generated content and virtual photography may be close to reality, it is
unlikely that courts will use such analysis. In the end, user-generated content
is computer software and will likely be analyzed as such.
Parallels to real world photography and toys would bolster the freedom
of virtual photographers. In some, but not all jurisdictions, photographs cannot cause copyright infringement of even copyrighted objects. Likewise, in
some jurisdictions, toys cannot be copyrighted because they are utilitarian
objects. In jurisdictions that consider photos to be derivative works and toys
copyrightable as sculptural works, photographers would need to determine
whether the subjects of their photos were copyrighted.
Regardless of the classification of the user-generated content, virtual
photographers can likely rely on the fair use doctrine to avoid copyright infringement. If they use their photographs for educational or news reporting
purposes, courts would very likely apply the doctrine and side with the photographers. Even if the photo is not used for either of the above purposes, a
copyright infringement claim might fail based on a failure to affect the market value of user-generated content. As there is no market for the resale of
virtual photographs, creators lose little to no revenue if a photo of their object
is published. In fact, it might increase the value due to the free marketing.
In the end, perhaps modified machinima licenses would best solve the
copyright issues with user-generated content. Game developers could choose
whether or not to grant virtual photographers a license to photograph in game
content. While the unconscionability and public policy of this type of agreement was briefly addressed, a detailed investigation into click wrap agreements in general is outside the scope of this comment. However, this type of
license brings the greatest clarity to both virtual photographers and users that
generate their own content for MMOs.
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